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Abstract  
 

Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesis involves generating a speech waveform given textual input. It can 

be utilized for various purposes. Nowadays, the goal of TTS is not to have machines talk but to 

achieve a natural and human-like auditory output. However, the speech quality, linguistic 

complexity, multilingual support, computational requirements, evaluation and subjectivity, and 

lack of linguistic resources are still unsatisfactory for synthetic speech in other limited-resource 

languages (such as Arabic). In this thesis we overcome these challenges divided into two parts. In 

the first part of the thesis, we investigated different approaches for TTS, a neural network speech 

synthesis system, and a non-autoregressive text-to-speech (TTS) model. In the neural network 

speech synthesis based on statistical parameter vocoders, we showed how a baseline system based 

on Merlin is used for TTS synthesis which is implemented with a WORLD vocoder. Then we 

adapted Continuous and Ahocoder vocoders to get better results; and then we investigated the 

effectiveness of each vocoder’s techniques to produce the highest quality speech. In the non-

autoregressive TTS model, we implemented the state-of-the-results Fastspeech2 system, which 

provided high-quality speech synthesis promptly without controllability and robustness problems. 

Then we integrated the Arabic language, followed by using limited data while maintaining its high-

quality produced sounds. Through objective and subjective evaluations, we verify that our method 

can outperform the baseline system with full data. 

In the second part of the thesis, we propose a comprehensive and effective approach to Arabic 

speech synthesis, addressing limitations in existing methods. Our research focuses on advancing 

speech synthesis techniques using state-of-the-art models such as Parallel WaveGAN and 

AutoVocoder. These models have shown promising results in generating high-quality speech. 

However, when applied to the Arabic language, the performance of AutoVocoder fell short of our 

expectations. To address this, we adopted an approach that aims to enhance the quality of mel-

spectrograms, which serve as input to the models. We employed advanced preprocessing 

techniques, including noise reduction, filtering, equalization, and denoising using NVIDIA 

MAXINE. Most Importantly, we incorporated fundamental frequency (F0) as an additional 

parameter in the AutoVocoder to improve the naturalness of the synthesized speech. Through these 

enhancements, we overcame the limitations encountered with AutoVocoder and achieved 

improved results in synthesizing high-quality Arabic speech. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
1. Introduction  
 

In our daily lives, communication is needed and used in every aspect of our lives, each 

person’s unique voice remains one of the main characteristics of human speech. It’s an effective 

way of identifying a person, even though there are many alternatives for verbal communication, 

we cannot deny that it can never replace it. Text-to-Speech (TTS) technology is the process of 

converting written text into spoken words and plays a vital role in bridging the gap between written 

content and spoken language [1]. TTS systems are designed to generate natural and intelligible 

speech, enabling effective communication and accessibility for individuals with visual 

impairments, reading difficulties, and language barriers. TTS enhances user experiences by 

providing interactive voice responses in applications such as voice assistants, virtual agents, 

navigation systems, and audiobooks. It also facilitates multilingual communication by supporting 

multiple languages and accents, enabling cross-cultural understanding and localization of content. 

With its ability to convert text into natural speech, TTS technology significantly contributes to 

inclusivity, convenience, and effective information dissemination in today's interconnected 

WORLD. 

Speech Synthesis is used in a wide range of applications. This technology was created to 

assist people with impairments (especially the visually impaired) in their everyday lives. Several 

applications have been created that are more or less near to TTS's original value. For example, it 

is used to produce voices to communicate messages to customers by speech, whether or not they 

are impaired in the context of transportation. Today remains of TTS are quite easy to locate in our 

daily lives. Language translation engines are yet another example. This technique is used to advise 

how to pronounce the translated material to finish the textual translation [2]. Speech synthesis, 

also known as text-to-speech (TTS) technology, is a field of research that focuses on converting 
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written text into spoken words. It plays a crucial role in various applications, including assistive 

technologies, human-computer interaction, and entertainment [3]. 

Speech synthesis, also known as text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis, is a technology that 

converts written text into spoken words. It has various applications, including voice assistants, 

accessibility, and multimedia production. Speech synthesis involves analyzing the text and 

generating corresponding speech waveforms. 

There are two main components in speech synthesis: text analysis and speech waveform 

generation. The text analysis component processes the input text to extract linguistic and prosodic 

information. It involves tasks such as text normalization, part-of-speech tagging, and prosody 

modeling [4]. Linguistic rules and statistical models are commonly employed in text analysis to 

determine the appropriate pronunciation, intonation, and emphasis for each word and phrase in the 

text [5]. The speech waveform generation component utilizes the extracted linguistic and prosodic 

information to generate the corresponding speech. Different techniques are employed in this 

process, including concatenative synthesis, formant synthesis, and statistical parametric synthesis. 

Concatenative synthesis involves combining pre-recorded speech units, known as diphones 

or triphones, to form the desired speech output. These units are selected and concatenated based 

on linguistic and prosodic cues present in the input text [6]. Formant synthesis, on the other hand, 

generates speech by modeling the vocal tract using mathematical equations and manipulating the 

parameters to produce different phonetic sounds [7]. 

Statistical parametric synthesis is another widely used approach in speech synthesis. It 

utilizes machine learning techniques to model the relationship between the input text and speech 

features. The system is trained on a large dataset of text-speech pairs, where the text is aligned 

with the corresponding acoustic features. During synthesis, the system predicts the acoustic 

features directly from the input text, which are then used to generate the speech waveform [8]. 

Speech synthesis has advanced significantly in recent years, with the development of deep learning 

techniques such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and WaveNet. These approaches have 

demonstrated improved naturalness and expressiveness in synthesized speech [9] [10]. 
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Speech synthesis is a technology that converts written text into spoken words. It involves 

text analysis to extract linguistic and prosodic information, followed by speech waveform 

generation using techniques such as concatenative synthesis, formant synthesis, and statistical 

parametric synthesis. Text-to-Speech (TTS) is a technology that converts written text into spoken 

words. It has found applications in various fields, such as accessibility, voice assistants, and 

multimedia production. TTS systems involve two main components: text analysis and speech 

synthesis. The text analysis component processes the input text to determine linguistic and 

prosodic features. It includes tasks such as text normalization, linguistic analysis, and prosody 

modeling. One popular approach is using linguistic rules and statistical models to analyze the text 

[11]. 

The speech synthesis component generates the corresponding speech waveform based on 

the analyzed text. Various techniques are employed, including concatenative synthesis, formant 

synthesis, and statistical parametric synthesis. Concatenative synthesis combines pre-recorded 

speech units, while formant synthesis generates speech based on acoustic modeling [12]. Statistical 

parametric synthesis utilizes machine learning techniques to model the relationship between text 

and speech features [13]. 

Vocoders, on the other hand, are signal-processing tools used for speech coding and 

synthesis. They analyze and manipulate speech signals to represent them with reduced data. 

Vocoders can be classified into various types, such as time-domain vocoders, frequency-domain 

vocoders, and source-filter vocoders [14]. Time-domain vocoders, such as the channel vocoder, 

analyze the temporal properties of speech signals by dividing them into short time frames and 

modifying their amplitudes based on an analysis of the signal Frequency-domain vocoders, such 

as the phase vocoder, operate in the frequency domain, analyzing and modifying the spectral 

properties of the speech signal Source-filter vocoders separate the source (vocal cord excitation) 

and filter (vocal tract) components of speech and manipulate them independently. 

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows: 

1. Explore the use of statistical parameters and the Merlin toolkit in text-to-speech 

(TTS) systems. 
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2. Integrate and evaluate two vocoders, other than WORLD, namely continuous and 

Ahocoder, to enhance the quality of generated speech. 

3. Investigate the feasibility of end-to-end neural network TTS, specifically 

FastSpeech2, and its integration with the Arabic language. 

4. Implement TTS for the Arabic language using limited data, aiming to achieve TTS 

with lower dataset requirements and potentially develop zero-data TTS capabilities. 

5. Research and analyze the application of the latest state-of-the-art AutoVocoder in 

speech synthesis. 

6. Integrate the Arabic language into the AutoVocoder and conduct a comparative 

study with Parallel WaveGAN for speech synthesis. 

7. Improve the quality of mel-spectrograms in AutoVocoder-based TTS systems by 

incorporating the fundamental frequency (F0) parameter. 

8. Improve the overall speech quality in AutoVocoder-based TTS through the use of 

denoising techniques, filtering, equalization, and the addition of the F0 parameter 

during mel-spectrogram generation as well as adding denoising by Maxine 

NVIDIA to the synthesized speech.  

1.1 Text-to-Speech 

Text-to-speech or TTS is a software that reads text and converts it into speech. TTS converts 

any text-based message into a verbal message. TTS is an evolving field that provides faster 

messages with consistency, time, and money saving. You can prepare your message in text and 

send it as a voice, so you don’t have to record yourself, you can also make it consistent and 

professional by making the communications all in the same voice. TTS is beneficial to business 

applications by assisting them in delivering a variety of notifications simultaneously Speech 

synthesis technology has transformed the way we interact with computers and digital devices. By 

converting written text into natural-sounding speech, it enables accessibility for individuals with 

visual impairments, enhances the user experience in human-computer interaction, and enables 

realistic virtual agents and conversational AI applications. Moreover, it finds applications in 

entertainment, including gaming, animation, and audiobook narration. [15].  

Here, various technologies are discussed, highlighting their main specifications, 

differences, and methodologies. A neural network speech synthesis [16] is implemented with three 
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different vocoders to find the best voice quality and a non-autoregressive TTS is implemented with 

limited data and multi-languages. 

The artificial creation of human voices is referred to as speech synthesis (TTS). The 

capacity to mechanically convert a text into a spoken voice is the purpose. TTS will be built on 

graphemes, which are the letters and groupings of letters that transcribe a phoneme, as opposed to 

speech recognition systems, which employ phonemes (the smallest units of voice) to chop out 

sentences in the first place. This suggests that the text is the most important resource. This is 

normally accomplished in two stages. The first will break the text down into words and sentences 

and assign phonetic transcriptions to each of these groupings, as shown in Figure 1. After 

identifying the various text/phonetic groupings, the next step is to translate these linguistic 

representations into sound. To put it another way, to interpret these signals to generate a voice that 

will read the information. The top of the line in voice synthesis has progressed through the period, 

allowing four generations of Text to Speech (TTS) systems to be distinguished. From the first to 

the last generation, there is rule-based synthesis, concatenation synthesis, based on probabilistic 

speech synthesis, and machine learning. For the first three generations, the block structure is the 

same. 
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Figure 1: Block Structure for standard TTS systems. 

 

To turn common language text into voice, TTS synthesis uses the creation of a speech 

waveform. It generally consists of two parts: a front end and a back end. Regularization or pre-

processing, which turns abbreviations or numbers from raw user input into words, is the first of 

the two. The back end is commonly a synthesizer that turns linguistic information like pitch shape 

and phonetic duration into voice, taking into consideration the desired prosody, as shown in figure 

2. The inputs for synthesis by rule are phonemes and stress marks, with a continuous waveform as 

the output. The approach consists of a synthesizing strategy module that includes information 

stored about phonemes and rules specifying the mutual effects of nearby phonemes [17]. 
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Figure 2: Technique of Speech Synthesis 

 

Concatenative synthesis works by capturing speech, keeping it in a database, and then 

concatenating the bits to get the desired result. This strategy has the potential to provide excellent 

outcomes. However, modeling expressiveness in speech is challenging, and strategies for 

autonomous waveform segmentation might result in inaccuracies in the output. A novel technique 

termed statistical parametric voice synthesis was created to eliminate the probable output mistakes 

produced by concatenation. Even though both HMMs and Deep Neural Networks are being 

utilized today, with the advancement of processing power and current improvements in machine 

learning, DNNs have begun to be employed to replace them. As deep learning progressed, writers 

began to incorporate neural networks into existing systems, signaling the start of the fourth 

generation. Later, they began to design systems entirely based on DNNs, eventually reaching end-

to-end systems. A DNN is a multi-layered artificial neural network (ANN) that can model 

complicated non-linear interactions and build compositional models. There are several variations 
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of this architecture. Feedforward networks including Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) such as 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are commonly 

used for speech synthesis applications. 

When choosing the right voice synthesis, there are several factors to consider. Variables to 

consider include the language spoken, the type of speaker, the quality of the voice, and the 

provider. Now that you have this knowledge, it will be simple to pick the best solution for your 

goals and constraints. It's crucial to discover these partners ahead of time because not all TTS 

providers offer comparable product portfolios. The language and tone of voice utilized are also 

important aspects of the intended user experience; the voice interface and the emotions it should 

evoke must be in sync. Speech synthesis is based on cloud, embedded, or hybrid technology. It's 

worth noting that embedded has technological limitations in terms of phrase storage that a cloud 

does not, but the embedded voice will function regardless of what occurs when the cloud requires 

a connection. These characteristics should be considered based on the nature of your projects; for 

example, in the transportation industry, embedded is advised to assure continuous service [18]. 

Text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) has become a useful component in many voice 

applications, such as online translators and text message readers. Furthermore, TTS is nowadays 

available for the most widely spoken languages all over the WORLD, the main online services. 

Hence, it is important to have high-quality TTS for all languages since it represents a large market 

with more than 300 million potential users. TTS systems have been under development for a long 

period and may be used for a variety of purposes. Because of the problems experienced while 

recording a kid and building a system to synthesize speech that sounds natural, most of the voices 

utilized or synthesized come from adults, or when a child's voice is synthesized, it is generally 

quite robotic, inexpressive, and does not sound authentic. Several approaches are currently being 

designed and evaluated to find at least one that meets the requirements for having a genuine human 

voice in a robot device [19]. In the TTS we implemented Statistical parametric-based TTS and 

neural networks-based TTS.  

1.1.1 Statistical Parametric-based TTS 

Statistical parametric-based Text-to-Speech (TTS) is a widely used approach for 

synthesizing speech from text. This technique employs statistical models to capture the 
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relationships between linguistic features and acoustic characteristics, enabling the generation of 

natural and intelligible speech [20].  In this paper, we provide an overview of statistical parametric-

based TTS, its key components, training process, and applications. 

The core component of statistical parametric-based TTS is the statistical model, which can 

include hidden Markov models (HMMs), Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), or deep neural 

networks (DNNs). These models are trained on a large dataset of text-speech pairs, where the text 

represents linguistic features such as phonemes, prosody, and linguistic context, and the speech 

corresponds to the corresponding acoustic features [21]. 

During the training process, the statistical model learns to map the linguistic features to the 

acoustic features. This involves extracting relevant linguistic and contextual information from the 

text and modeling their relationship with the acoustic characteristics of speech. The model 

parameters are estimated through various techniques, such as maximum likelihood estimation 

(MLE) or expectation-maximization (EM) algorithms. 

Once the statistical model is trained, it can be used for synthesizing speech from new text 

inputs. The input text is converted into linguistic features, and the model predicts the 

corresponding acoustic features. These predicted features are then transformed into a time-domain 

waveform using techniques like vocoding or signal processing algorithms. Several vocoders are 

commonly used in statistical parametric-based TTS, including the WORLD vocoder, Continuous 

vocoder, and Ahocoder. The WORLD vocoder is widely used for speech synthesis and provides 

good quality in terms of naturalness and intelligibility. The Continuous vocoder is known for its 

ability to generate high-quality speech with smooth spectrotemporal contours. The Ahocoder, on 

the other hand, is designed to handle the analysis and synthesis of speech with high efficiency and 

low computational complexity. 

Statistical parametric-based TTS has found applications in various domains, including 

assistive technology, human-computer interaction, and multimedia content generation. It enables 

the creation of natural and expressive synthetic voices that can be customized for specific 

applications or personalized to mimic specific speakers. Additionally, it facilitates multilingual 

speech synthesis by adapting the statistical model to different languages. 
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Several studies have explored different aspects of statistical parametric-based TTS, 

including improving the modeling of linguistic features, enhancing the synthesis quality, and 

reducing the data requirements for training. For instance, researchers have investigated techniques 

such as deep neural networks (DNNs) for better modeling of linguistic context and long-term 

dependencies, as well as incorporating speaker adaptation methods to enhance the voice quality 

[22].  Statistical parametric-based TTS is a powerful approach for synthesizing speech from text. 

By leveraging statistical models, it captures the complex relationships between linguistic features 

and acoustic characteristics, enabling the generation of natural and intelligible speech. 

 

1.1.2 Neural TTS 

 

A neural network is a type of computer architecture that mimics the way the human brain 

works. Where the brain has the ability to process data through complex connections between 

different neurons, and when those connections develop it requires less effort to activate them again, 

where this procedure in neural networks can be called learning. A neural network is a type of 

machine learning which can be applied to different sectors such as image processing and text-to-

speech. Where deep neural networks are when they consist of three or more processing layers. The 

first layer is the input layer which classifies the input data then it passes through one or more 

hidden layers that help to refine the signal and sort it into complex classifications, followed by the 

last layer which is the output layer produces the results, for example in TTS it produces an audio 

signal.  

To create a neural TTS voice, we train DNN models using a recording of human speech. 

In neural networks, we use three different DNN models: acoustic, pitch, and duration models. In 

the acoustic model, a reproduction of the timbre of the speaker’s voice is created. While the pitch 

model predicts the different ranges of the tone in speech. In the last model, the duration model 

predicts how long the voice should hold for each phoneme.  

Neural networks have prosodic parameters that determine prosody properties of speech like breaks, 

rhythms, and intonation. Those parameters include the pitch and duration, prediction models [23]. 

In the neural network TTS, there are three main components as shown in figure 3. The 

input is the text where the linguistic features are extracted then in the acoustic model, we extract 

acoustic features that enter the vocoder to produce the resulting waveform.  
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Figure 3: Components of Neural TTS 

 

In line with the advancement of deep learning in various fields, deep neural network 

(DNN)-based TTS has become increasingly attractive to researchers in recent years. Some 

advantages of this end-to-end DNN-based TTS system are more ease for conditioning on various 

attributes, such as speakers, language, prosody, speaking style, sentiment, and more ease for new 

data adaptation. 

Deep Neural Networks (DNN) are capable of training a large amount of data. It uses 

mathematical modeling to process data in a complex way. DNN components are trained 

independently which is considered difficult and has lots of errors. To address the extensive usage 

of domain expertise in the components of DNN, end-to-end speech synthesis is introduced. End-

to-end speech synthesis methods combine the methods in a unified framework. In the next 

chapters, we will discuss end-to-end speech synthesis divided into autoregressive text-to-speech 

and non-autoregressive text-to-speech [24].  

The end-to-end framework is used to simplify the existing pipeline to build a neural network-based 

text-to-speech system as it directly models complex sequential mapping from a text sequence to 

its acoustic path. The term “end-to-end” refers that text analysis and acoustic modeling completed 

by an attention-based network that can learn all the embedded factors in the text sequence, which 

helps overcome the problems with conventional text-to-speech systems [25]. 

In this thesis we implemented an end-to-end TTS framework is superior to conventional 

TTS as it can automatically learn alignments between discrete text sequences and acoustic feature 

sequences during training, which eliminates the usage of frame-by-frame alignments. Another 

advantage is that it can easily generate smooth spectral parameters and can synthesize speech on 

very short utterances which support the integration of TTS in another language. It can also map 

sequences directly from a text string to an acoustic trajectory, where the text analysis and acoustic 

modeling are integrated into a unified model.  

Another advantage is that it needs minimal human annotation in the training stage. It can 

also alleviate the need for laborious feature engineering. The conditioning occurs at the very 
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beginning of the model which allows rich conditioning for various attributes that make it beneficial 

for multiple languages, speakers, or expressive TTS. The adaptation of new data is also easier 

when compared to typical TTS. A single model is also likely to be more robust than a multi-stage 

model.  

The end-to-end model is beneficial when training a huge amount of expressive and rich 

datasets. Where TTS is a large-scale inverse problem, as text which is considered a highly 

compressed source is decompressed into audio [26]. 

In end-to-end based text-to-speech systems, there are two types: autoregressive and non-

autoregressive models. The output of an autoregressive model is dependent on model outputs from 

previous inputs, unlike a non-autoregressive model. Both models may have internal states, which 

are transferred between each time step, nonlinear autoregressive exogenous (NARX) model is an 

example of an autoregressive without an internal state while the non-linear state space (NLSS) 

model is an example of a non-autoregressive model with an internal state. These models can be 

used for prediction or simulation. In prediction, it estimates the limited amount of time steps ahead 

with information from the past systems, while in the simulation it estimates the system output only 

from the input, as it focuses on present work [27]. 

In the autoregressive model that generates mel-spectrogram from text, the autoregressive 

neural vocoder synthesizes raw waveform from the mel-spectrogram. The autoregressive models 

are slow in the synthesis part because they operate sequentially at a high resolution of waveform 

samples and spectrogram.  Autoregressive neural networks require more time for training and 

inference than non-autoregressive, without any benefits for accuracy. It also limits the optimization 

of hyperparameters and model capacity. 

The autoregressive architecture consists of three components, encoder, decoder, and 

converter. The encoder takes text inputs and encodes them into hidden representations. While the 

decoder decodes the encoder representation with an attention approach in an autoregressive 

manner. As for the converter, it provides a non-casual convolutional post-processing network, that 

process is a hidden representation from the decoder using past and future context information and 

predicts a log-linear spectrogram, as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Autoregressive TTS Architecture 

 

Non-autoregressive neural networks outperform all other neural network-based systems. It 

is also faster, easier and more accurate to implement when compared to autoregressive. It is also 

more consistent and outperforms all other neural network-based systems.  

The architecture of the non-autoregressive consists of an encoder, a non-autoregressive 

decoder, and without a converter [28]. The encoder is similar to that of the autoregressive. While 

the non-autoregressive decoder uses a non-casual convolution block to take advantage of the 

context information to improve model performance. It also predicts long-linear spectrogram which 

provides better performance. As for the converter, it removes the non-casual converter since it 

employs a non-casual decoder, as shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5: Non-autoregressive TTS Architecture 

 

1.2 Speech Synthesis 

 

Speech synthesis refers to the general process of generating artificial speech from various 

sources, which can include not only textual input but also other forms of data such as phonetic 

transcriptions or control parameters. It encompasses a broader range of techniques and applications 

beyond just converting text to speech. Speech synthesis techniques can involve statistical models, 

concatenative synthesis, formant synthesis, or other approaches to generate speech from different 

types of input [29]. 

Speech synthesis, also known as text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis, is the process of 

generating artificial speech from written or textual input. It plays a vital role in various 

applications, including virtual assistants, audiobooks, accessibility tools, and interactive voice 

response systems [30]. The goal of speech synthesis is to create natural, intelligible, and expressive 

speech output that closely resembles human speech. Over the years, significant advancements have 
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been made in the field of speech synthesis, driven by advancements in machine learning, deep 

learning, and signal processing techniques. 

 

One of the key components of speech synthesis is the linguistic analysis of the input text. 

This involves breaking down the text into smaller linguistic units such as phonemes, words, or 

linguistic features [31]. Linguistic analysis helps in capturing the appropriate pronunciation, 

prosody, and intonation patterns required for generating natural-sounding speech. Various 

linguistic models, such as rule-based models, statistical models, or neural network-based models, 

are used to extract linguistic information from the input text. 

Another crucial aspect of speech synthesis is acoustic synthesis, which involves generating 

the actual speech waveform from the linguistic information [32]. Acoustic synthesis can be 

achieved using various techniques, including formant synthesis, concatenative synthesis, or 

statistical parametric synthesis. Formant synthesis produces speech by manipulating the 

frequencies of the vocal tract resonances, while concatenative synthesis concatenates pre-recorded 

speech segments to create the desired output. Statistical parametric synthesis uses statistical 

models to predict the acoustic features of speech based on linguistic information. 

In recent years, deep learning approaches, particularly neural network-based models, have 

shown significant improvements in speech synthesis. Deep neural network architectures, such as 

WaveNet and Tacotron, have been successfully applied to generate high-quality and natural-

sounding speech. These models leverage large datasets and complex neural network structures to 

capture the intricate details of speech and produce more accurate and expressive speech output 

[33]. 

The evaluation of speech synthesis systems involves both objective and subjective 

assessments. Objective measures such as mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) and segmental signal-to-

noise ratio (SNRseg) provide quantitative evaluations of the quality and similarity between the 

synthesized and natural speech [34]. Subjective evaluations, on the other hand, involve human 

listeners rating the quality, naturalness, and expressiveness of the synthesized speech through 

listening tests. 

Speech synthesis is a rapidly evolving field that aims to generate artificial speech from 

written or textual input. Advancements in machine learning and signal processing techniques have 

significantly improved the quality and naturalness of synthesized speech [35]. Ongoing research 
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focuses on enhancing the expressiveness, robustness, and multilingual capabilities of speech 

synthesis systems. With the continuous advancements in technology, speech synthesis holds great 

potential for further improvements and opens up exciting possibilities for applications in human-

computer interaction, multimedia content generation, and assistive technologies. 

 

 Neural speech synthesis using AutoVocoder is an approach that leverages advanced neural 

network models to generate high-quality artificial speech. AutoVocoder is a powerful technique 

that combines the power of autoencoders and vocoders to produce natural-sounding speech. In this 

thesis, we explored the application of AutoVocoder in the context of Arabic speech synthesis, 

utilizing an Arabic speech corpus for training and evaluation [36]. 

 

The AutoVocoder model consists of two main components: an encoder and a decoder. The 

encoder takes the input speech waveform and encodes it into a latent representation, capturing the 

essential characteristics of the speech [37]. The decoder then takes this latent representation and 

generates the synthesized speech waveform, reconstructing the original speech based on the 

learned representation. The use of autoencoders allows the model to learn a compact and 

informative representation of the speech data, which can be used for synthesis. 

In our research, we utilized an Arabic speech corpus containing a significant amount of Arabic 

speech data. This corpus was carefully collected and preprocessed to ensure the availability of 

high-quality and diverse Arabic speech samples [38]. By training the AutoVocoder model on this 

corpus, we aimed to capture the unique phonetic, prosodic, and acoustic characteristics of the 

Arabic language, enabling the generation of realistic Arabic speech [39]. 

The utilization of the Arabic speech corpus in training the AutoVocoder model allowed us to 

overcome the challenges specific to Arabic speech synthesis. Arabic is a highly complex and rich 

language with distinct phonetic features and phonological rules [40]. By using the Arabic speech 

corpus, we aimed to train the AutoVocoder to learn and reproduce these characteristics accurately, 

resulting in improved speech quality and naturalness in the synthesized Arabic speech output. 

In this research, we also implemented ParallelWaveGAN, which is a powerful waveform 

generation model that has gained significant attention in the field of speech synthesis. It has shown 

remarkable performance in producing high-quality and natural-sounding speech signals. In the 

context of Arabic speech synthesis, ParallelWaveGAN holds great potential for generating fluent 
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and intelligible Arabic speech. By leveraging the capabilities of ParallelWaveGAN and integrating 

them with the unique characteristics of the Arabic language, we aim to explore its applicability 

and effectiveness in generating authentic Arabic speech. This research endeavors to address the 

challenges specific to Arabic speech syntheses, such as capturing the nuances of pronunciation, 

prosody, and intonation patterns that are intrinsic to the Arabic language. Through a 

comprehensive evaluation and comparison of the synthesized Arabic speech with the original 

recordings, this study aims to assess the fidelity, naturalness, and overall quality of the generated 

speech using ParallelWaveGAN. The findings from this research have the potential to significantly 

contribute to the advancement of Arabic speech synthesis and open up new avenues for the 

development of high-quality speech generation systems for the Arabic language. 

 

1.3 Problem Definition  

 

This research project addresses several important aspects of text-to-speech (TTS) systems. 

Firstly, it aims to explore the use of statistical parametric speech synthesis and the Merlin toolkit 

in TTS systems. Secondly, the project focuses on integrating and evaluating two alternative 

vocoders, continuous and Ahocoder, to enhance the overall speech quality in TTS systems beyond 

the conventional WORLD vocoder. Thirdly, it investigates the feasibility of utilizing the 

FastSpeech2 model, an end-to-end neural network architecture, for TTS applications with a 

specific focus on the Arabic language, aiming to improve speech synthesis quality. Additionally, 

the project aims to implement TTS for Arabic using limited data, aiming to achieve TTS 

capabilities with lower dataset requirements and potentially develop zero-data TTS capabilities. It 

also researches and analyzes the application of the latest state-of-the-art AutoVocoder in speech 

synthesis, with a particular emphasis on integrating the Arabic language into the AutoVocoder and 

conducting a comparative study with Parallel WaveGAN. Furthermore, the project aims to 

enhance the quality of mel-spectrograms in AutoVocoder-based TTS systems through advanced 

preprocessing techniques such as denoising using Maxine NVIDIA [41]. Finally, it aims to 

improve the overall speech quality in AutoVocoder-based TTS systems by incorporating denoising 

techniques, filtering, equalization, and the addition of the F0 parameter during mel-spectrogram 

generation. Through these investigations, the project aims to advance the field of TTS and 

contribute to the development of high-quality and natural-sounding speech synthesis systems. 
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Text-to-Speech is an evolving field, where different systems have been under development 

for a long period and may be used for a variety of purposes. Because of the problems experienced 

with the synthesized voice, which was quite robotic, inexpressive, and does not sound authentic. 

We tried to integrate, evaluate, and implement different vocoders to find the highest quality of 

synthesized speech that met the requirements for having a genuine human voice in a robot device. 

TTS is often implemented or is applicable in one language which most of the time is in English. 

One of the main reasons for it is because it has a good infrastructure which in case it’s the datasets 

as well as its lower complexity when compared with other languages. In this study, the Arabic 

Language is integrated, which was very challenging as there are very few free-speech corpora. The 

ultimate goal is also to be able to customize TTS to not only different languages but also to 

different personal voices with limited data as it will be so costly to collect a sufficient amount of 

dataset from the target voice.  

In order to achieve high Text-to-Speech results, we often need a huge dataset which causes 

a barrier when it comes to implementing it in different languages. Nowadays there are almost seven 

thousand spoken languages with insufficient datasets which constrains the applicability of TTS. 

Despite Arabic being one of the most widely spoken languages in the WORLD, there is an 

insufficient number of datasets to develop perfect text-to-speech and excellent speech similar to 

that of a native human speaker. 

The proposed research also focuses on addressing the challenges in Arabic speech 

synthesis using the AutoVocoder model. This involves enhancing the mel-spectrogram 

representation by employing preprocessing techniques such as noise reduction, equalization, and 

filtering to improve the quality and fidelity of the mel-spectrograms. Advanced training strategies 

and loss functions specific to Arabic speech synthesis will also be explored to optimize the 

AutoVocoder model. By improving the representation of Arabic speech in the mel-spectrograms, 

the research aims to advance the state-of-the-art in Arabic speech synthesis, enabling applications 

such as assistive technologies, language learning tools, and interactive voice response systems to 

provide high-quality and expressive speech output in the Arabic language. The outcomes of this 

research have the potential to contribute significantly to the field of Arabic speech synthesis and 

pave the way for more natural and intelligible speech synthesis systems in Arabic. 
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Chapter 2 

Methodology 
 

2. Methodology  

2.1 Text-to-Speech 

2.1.1 TTS with Full Data 

In this project, Merlin was implemented. Merlin has some of the features required to build 

a text-to-speech system. It necessitates the use of a front-end and a vocoder, but neither is required. 

Data with aligned labels are also needed to train a DNN. Front-end Merlin relies on an exterior 

front-end, like Festival or Ossian, for DNN input. For every front end, its output must be structured 

as HTS-style labels, with alignment at the phone or state level. The toolbox offers routines for 

converting such labels into binary and continuous different feature sequences. These features are 

extracted from the label files using HTS-style queries, with a modest addition to allow for the 

extraction of continuously valued features. If the HTS-like approach isn't handy, it's also feasible 

to give already-vectorized input features. Vocoder STRAIGHT and WORLD are the only vocoders 

supported by Merlin for now. A modified version of the WORLD vocoder is included in the Merlin 

release, as are separate analysis and synthesizing executables. Fixed and variable frame rates (such 

as pitch synchronized) are supported by Merlin. Data To acquire state-level aligns for the training 

data, HTK or HTS can be employed. Merlin may alternatively rely solely on phone level 

alignments, which can be determined using other tools like the festvox cluster gene. Duration 

modeling Merlin uses a different DNN from the acoustic model to model duration. The duration 

model is trained to estimate phone- and/or state-level durations on the matched data. At synthesis 

time, first, the duration is predicted, then the acoustic model is utilized to forecast the speech 

characteristics. 

Merlin may be implemented in one of two ways: Demo or Full Voice. In order to download 

Merlin, we need the following dependencies: NumPy, scipy, matplotlib, bandmate, Theano, 
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TensorFlow, sklearn, Keras, and h5py. The key distinction between them is the number of 

utterances utilized, which is 50 in one case and 1132 in the other. Each 14 training should last 5 

minutes if it is Demo and 1 to 2 hours if it is Full voice, however, this may vary depending on the 

system and its features. Installation Because the Merlin toolkit runs on Linux [42]. 

In this work, the Merlin toolkit was implemented. Merlin has some of the features required 

to build a text-to-speech system. It necessitates the use of a front-end and a vocoder. Merlin is 

implemented using only the WORLD vocoder [43] but in this study, we integrated different 

vocoders Continuous and Ahocoder [44]. 

The vocoder is a component of various speech synthesis applications such as TTS, voice 

conversion, etc. There are different types of vocoders with similar strategies [45], the first stage is 

the analysis which is used to convert speech into parameters that present the vocal fold signal and 

vocal tract filter separately into the excitation signal. In the synthesis stage, the parameter is used 

to reconstruct the original speech signal.  

In recent years, the development of statistical parametric speech synthesizers and voice 

conversion systems has also pushed research toward vocoding techniques, in this project three 

different vocoders were implemented, WORLD vocoder, continuous vocoder, and Ahocoder 

vocoder. The vocoder is a component of various speech synthesis applications such as text-to-

speech, synthesis, voice conversion, etc. There are different types of vocoders with similar 

strategies, the first stage is the analysis which is used to convert speech into parameters that present 

the local old signal and vocal tract filter separately into the excitation signal. In the synthesis stage, 

the parameter is used to reconstruct the original speech signal. Despite having different vocoders 

but the sound quality is degraded when compared to natural sound. In this project. In all types of 

vocoders four different types of voices (2 Females and 2 Males) which are SLT arctic, BLT arctic, 

AWB arctic, and CLB arctic. 

WORLD vocoder was used in the first part of the experience which is free software for 

high quality speech analysis and synthesis. This vocoder is designed for integration systems, it 

estimates F0, aperiodicity, and spectral envelope. The baseline WORLD vocoder is an open-source 

speech analysis, modification, and synthesis software. It can calculate the fundamental frequency 

(F0) ([fundamental-frequency-estimation]), aperiodicity, and spectral envelope, as well as create 

speech using only estimated parameters [46]. As shown in Figure 6, shows the parameters of 

WORLD vocoder with Fundamental Frequency (acoustics), spectral envelope (MGC), and BAP. 
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Figure 6: Parameters of WORLD vocoder. 

 

The second vocoder we implemented was the Continuous vocoder which is used to 

overcome the shortcoming of discontinuity in the speech parameters and the computational 

complexity of modern vocoders. The most important thing about this vocoder is that it does not 

need to have voiced/unvoiced decisions. During the analysis phase, F0 is calculated on the input 

waveforms of a simple continuous pitch tracker [47] In regions of creaky voice and in case of 

unvoiced sounds or silences, this pitch tracker interpolates F0 based on a linear dynamic system 

and Kalman smoothing. After this step, Maximum Voiced Frequency (MVF) is calculated from 

the speech signal, resulting in the MVF parameter [48]. In the next step, 24-order MelGeneralized 

Cepstral analysis (MGC) is performed on the speech signal with alpha=0.42 and gamma=-1/3. In 

all steps, a 5 ms frameshift is used. The results are the F0, MVF, and MGC parameter streams. 

The most important thing about the vocoder is that it does not need to have voiced/unvoiced 

decisions, so the alignment error is avoided between voice and unvoiced segments in SVC. As a 

result of its simplicity and versatility, we can build a voice converter framework with an FF-DNN 

[49]. The proposed method's performance strengths and limitations for different speakers were 

emphasized using several metrics. In the training process, the first part is to train duration the of 

the model, and the second part is to train acoustic the model. As shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Training process of continuous vocoder 
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In Figure 8, It shows the continuous parameters: Fundamental frequency (F0), maximum voiced 

frequency (MVF), and spectral envelope (MGC) 

 

Figure 8: Parameters of Continuous and Ahocoder vocoders 

 

` The last vocoder we integrated into the Merlin framework is Ahocoder, which divides 

voice frames into three streams: F0, MVF, and spectrum. Both F0 and MVF are scalars: F0 can be 

determined by any accurate method. The Ahocoder divides voice frames into three streams: F0, 

MVF, and spectrum. Both F0 and MVF are scalars: F0 can be determined by any accurate method. 

The method used is a pitch detection algorithm that returns the MVF values at the analysis frames' 

center. P+1 cepstral coefficients are used to represent the spectrum [50]. This distribution of 

Ahocoder contains two executable binary files built using GCC 4.4 under Linux (64bits): 

Ahocoder16 translates waveforms into parameters and ahodecoder16 translates parameters into 

synthetic waveforms. There are voiced or unspoken types, to extract their cepstral information, 

and frames are treated differently. If the input frame was labeled as voiced, a harmonica is 

produced by the pitch detector. A harmonic analysis based on the least squares is performed by 

the pitch detector. The complete analysis is subjected to squares optimization to obtain the 

harmonic amplitudes at various frequencies. These amplitudes are considered distinct, even at high 

resolution, samples of the real spectral envelope frequencies with a low harmonics-to-noise ratio. 

Unvoiced frames are subjected to a quick Fourier analysis FFT, which is also known as a harmonic 

transform analysis with F0 equal to FFT resolution to be able to homogenize the discrete spectrum 

representation, the harmonic amplitudes at voiced frames provide an envelope is resampled at the 

FFT after being normalized in amplitude interpolation for resolution [51]. 

During the final step of the procedure, cepstral coefficients, and analysis are calculated 

using the amplitude of the following spectral, to begin, a conventional cepstrum is obtained as 
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follows: the log-amplitude spectrum's inverse FFT Then, the cepstrum's frequency is distorted to 

meet the Mel scale which describes the recursion. The Ahocoder includes linguistic processing 

and builds voices for some languages, such as English, Spanish, etc. The engine is acoustic, and it 

uses a high-quality vocoder. 

 

Figure 9: Workflow of the Ahocoder. 

 

It is discovered that with HMM, an F0 used in the Ahocoder produces a more expressive 

F0 proposes a new method for improving HMM-based TTS modeling piecewise F0 trajectory with 

voicing intensity and voiced/unvoiced decision. Proposed the F0 estimator, which is employed in 

this vocoder is capable of keeping up with rapid changes. The technique, as shown in Figure 9, 

begins by separating the data. Voice signal into frames that overlap each frame's windowing result 

is then used to the autocorrelation function should be calculated. The Kalman smoother relies on 

identifying a peak between two frequencies and calculating the variance to get a final sequence of 

values. There is no voiced/unvoiced decision in continuous pitch estimates. Furthermore, the 

Glottal Closure Instant (GCI) algorithm is applied throughout the analysis phase. In the vocal 

regions of the inversion, to find the glottal period boundaries of particular cycles residual signal 

filtered. A Principal Component Analysis was performed on these pitch cycles (PCA). To produce 

better results, a residual is built, which will be used in the synthesis. 

The method used in Ahocoder is a pitch detection algorithm that returns the MVF values 

at the analysis frames center. Cepstral coefficients are used to represent the spectrum. This 
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distribution of Ahocoder contains two executable binary files built using GCC 4.4 under Linux 

(64bits): Coder translates waveforms into parameters; and Decoder translates parameters into 

synthetic waveforms. There are voiced or unspoken types, to extract their cepstral information, 

and frames are treated differently. If the input frame was labeled as voiced, a harmonica is 

produced by the pitch detector. A harmonic analysis based on the least squares is performed by 

the pitch detector. The complete analysis is subjected to squares optimization to obtain the 

harmonic amplitudes at various frequencies. These amplitudes are considered distinct, even at high 

resolution, samples of the real spectral envelope frequencies with a low harmonics-to-noise ratio. 

Unvoiced frames are subjected to a quick Fourier analysis (FFT), which is also known as a 

harmonic transform analysis with F0 equal to FFT resolution to be able to homogenize the discrete 

spectrum representation, the harmonic amplitudes at voiced frames provide an envelope is 

resampled at the FFT after being normalized in amplitude interpolation for resolution. The Aho-

coder includes linguistic processing and builds voices for some languages, such as English, 

Spanish, etc. 

As a result, we can build a TTS framework with a feed-forward deep neural network (FF-

DNN) as shown in Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10: Proposed Diagram of TTS 
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2.1.2  TTS with Limited Data 

To avoid the problems caused by neural network-based text-to-speech, we chose to 

implement a text-to-speech system using end-to-end based text-to-speech. Then we chose a non-

autoregressive approach to avoid slow interference speed and robust issues that are caused by the 

autoregressive approach.  

Fastspeech is proposed to solve these issues, it adopts a feed-forward Transformer network 

to generate mel-spectrograms in parallel to increase the inference speed. It also removed the 

attention mechanism between text and speech to avoid word skipping and repeating issues and 

improve robustness. It uses a length regulator to bridge the length mismatch between the phoneme 

and mel-spectrogram sequences instead. The length regulator controls the duration predictor to 

predict the duration of each phoneme and expands the hidden sequence. It also gives several 

advantages such as fast inference speed, and robust speech synthesis without word skipping and 

repeating issues.  

But in this experiment, we implemented FastSpeech2 because it provides better results than 

FastSpeech. FastSpeech2 achieves better voice quality than FastSpeech and maintains the 

advantages of fast, robust, and controllable speech synthesis. FastSpeech 2 uses ground-truth mel-

spectrograms as training targets, instead of distilled mel-spectrograms from an autoregressive 

teacher model which simplifies the two-stage teacher-student distillation pipeline in FastSpeech 

and avoids the information loss in target mel-spectrograms after distillation. It also provides more 

variance information such as pitch, duration, and energy as decoder input, which eases the one-to-

many mapping problem. FastPitch improves FastSpeech by using pitch information as decoder 

input.  

FastSpeech2 [52] simplifies the training pipeline and overcomes the information loss as it 

is trained directly by a ground-truth target. Variation information of speech such as pitch, energy, 

and accurate duration are introduced to reduce the gap between input (text sequence) and target 

output (Mel-spectrogram) which reduces the one-to-many mapping problem. In the training phase 

the duration, pitch, and energy from the target speech wave-form are extracted as conditional 

inputs while in the inference, predicted values from the predictor are jointly trained with the 

Fastspeech2 model. Using a continuous wavelet, the pitch contour is transformed into a pitch 

spectrogram which predicts the pitch in the frequency domain leading to improved accuracy of the 

predicted pitch. 
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As shown in Figure 11, phoneme embedding is converted using the encoder to phoneme 

hidden sequence, where the variance adaptor adds variance information such as pitch, energy, and 

duration into the phoneme hidden sequence, then the Mel-spectrogram decoder converts the 

adapted hidden sequence into Mel-spectrogram sequence in parallel. In training, the ground-truth 

value of duration, pitch, and energy is extracted into a hidden sequence to predict the target speech 

and is also used to train the duration, pitch, and energy predictors which infer to synthesized target 

speech. 

The ground-truth Mel-spectrograms are used for model training, which avoids information 

loss and increases the upper bound of the voice quality. The variance adaptor uses the phoneme 

duration from the forced alignment as the training target. In the variance adaptor, variance 

information is added to the phoneme hidden sequence which provides information to predict 

variant speech. Variance information is divided into three parts, the first one is phoneme duration 

which presents the length of the speech voice sound, the second one is the pitch which is a key 

feature that presents emotions and the last one is energy which indicates frame level magnitude of 

Mel-spectrograms which affects the volume and the prosody of the speech. Where the variance 

adaptor consists of three predictors; duration predictor, pitch predictor, and energy predictor, that 

share a similar model structure that consists of a 2-layer 1D-convolutional network with ReLU 

activation, a layer of normalization followed by dropout layer as well as an extra linear layer for 

the hidden states into an output sequence. but different model parameters. 

In training, the ground-truth value of duration, pitch, and energy is extracted into a hidden 

sequence to predict the target speech and is also used to train the duration, pitch, and energy 

predictors which infer to synthesized target speech. 

The variance adaptor is divided into three parts, the first part is the duration predictor which 

takes the phoneme hidden sequence as input and predicts the dura, in and represents the Mel-frame 

corresponding to the phoneme and to ease the prediction it’s converted into the logarithmic 

domain. Montreal forect alignment [53] is used to extract the phoneme duration and improve the 

alignment accuracy which reduces the gap for information between the input and the output. The 

second part is the pitch predictor which predicts the variation in pitch contour where it uses the 

continuous wavelet transform (CWT) to decompose the continuous pitch series to pitch 

spectrogram and take it as a training target. The last part is the energy predictor, the L2-norm of 

the amplitude is computed using a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) frame as energy, then the 
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energy is quantized into each frame of 256 possible values. It is used to predict the original values 

of energy instead of quantized values. 

 

 

Figure 11: Arabic TTS FastSpeech2 Proposed Architecture 

 

After doing the baseline, our goal was to integrate the Arabic Language into FastSpeech2, 

the Arabic Speech Corpus was downloaded as a dataset. The Arabic Speech Corpus is a modern 

standard Arabic for speech synthesis, which contains an orthographic and phonetic transcription 

of more than 3.7 hours of MSA speech aligned with recorder speech at the phoneme level, then 

the metadata was prepared and then trained the whole dataset [54]. After it was implemented, we 

decreased the dataset to less than half by adjusting the FastSpeech2 parameters, encoder, variance 

adaptor, and Mel-spectrogram decoder to match the different speaking speeds, loudness, tones, 

and timbre, to maintain a high-quality speech synthesis. 

Text-to-Speech is often implemented or applicable in one language most of the time in 

English. One of the main reasons for it is because it has a good infrastructure which in case it’s the 
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datasets as well as its lower complexity when compared with other languages. In this project, the 

Arabic Language is integrated, which was very challenging as there are very few free-speech 

corpora. The ultimate goal is also to be able to customize TTS to not only different languages but 

also to different personal voices with limited data as it will be so costly to collect a sufficient 

amount of dataset from the target voice.  

To achieve high Text-to-Speech results, we often need a huge dataset which causes a 

barrier when it comes to implementing it in different languages. Nowadays there are almost seven 

thousand spoken languages with insufficient datasets which constrains the applicability of TTS. 

To get rid of these barriers we introduce Towards Reconstructing Intelligible Speech Synthesis: 

An Implementation for Voice Conversion and Text-to-Speech Systems. 

The main goal is to implement FastSpeech2 with the English Language then integrate 

another which is the Arabic Language, and then use the same language with limited data while 

maintaining the fast and high-quality speech synthesis for us to make the text-to-speech synthesis 

applicable to more languages. 

 

2.2 Neural Speech Synthesis  

2.2.1 AutoVocoder 

The paper discusses the potential applications of AutoVocoder, including TTS for virtual 

assistants, audiobooks, and voice-over services. The system's efficient waveform generation 

capability makes it suitable for real-time applications, where low-latency and high-quality speech 

synthesis are essential. 

AutoVocoder is an advanced text-to-speech (TTS) system that employs deep learning 

models for speech synthesis. It utilizes a combination of several techniques, including neural 

vocoders, vocoder training, and prosody modeling, to generate high-quality and natural-sounding 

speech. This section presents an overview of the training process for AutoVocoder, a text-to-

speech (TTS) system, specifically focusing on its application to Arabic speech synthesis. 

AutoVocoder utilizes deep learning models and differentiable digital signal processing (DDSP) 

techniques to generate high-quality speech waveforms from text input. The training process 

involves preparing and utilizing an Arabic speech corpus, adapting the system to the specific 

characteristics of Arabic phonetics and prosody, and optimizing the model's performance. 
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Architecture: AutoVocoder typically consists of two main components: a text-to-mel-

spectrogram model and a neural vocoder. The text-to-mel-spectrogram model transforms input 

text into a mel-spectrogram representation, capturing linguistic and acoustic features. The neural 

vocoder then converts the mel-spectrogram into a time-domain waveform. 

Data Preparation: To train AutoVocoder on Arabic speech synthesis, a suitable Arabic speech 

corpus is required. The corpus should encompass a diverse range of Arabic speech samples, 

including different dialects and speaking styles. It is crucial to ensure the corpus covers the 

phonetic and prosodic variations specific to the Arabic language. 

Transcription and Alignment: The next step involves transcribing the Arabic speech corpus, which 

involves converting the spoken words into written text. This process requires careful attention to 

accurately represent the phonetic nuances and dialectal variations present in the recordings. 

Additionally, aligning the transcriptions with the corresponding audio segments is necessary to 

establish a mapping between the text and speech data. 

 

Text-to-Mel-Spectrogram Model Training: AutoVocoder employs a text-to-mel-

spectrogram model to convert input text into a mel-spectrogram representation, capturing the 

linguistic and acoustic features of the speech. Training the model involves utilizing the 

transcriptions and aligned audio data from the Arabic speech corpus. The model is trained using 

deep learning techniques, such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) or transformer-based 

architectures, optimizing the objective of generating accurate and natural-sounding mel-

spectrograms. 

 

Differentiable Vocoder Training: The differentiable vocoder in AutoVocoder is 

responsible for synthesizing the final speech waveform from the mel-spectrogram representation. 

Training the vocoder involves optimizing the differentiable digital signal processing operations to 

produce high-quality and expressive speech. The vocoder training may employ techniques such as 

parallel processing, waveform modeling, and optimization algorithms to ensure efficient and 

accurate waveform generation. 

Optimization and Fine-tuning: After training the text-to-mel-spectrogram model and differentiable 

vocoder, it is important to optimize and fine-tune the overall AutoVocoder system for Arabic 

speech synthesis. This process involves evaluating the system's performance on a validation set 
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and refining the model's parameters to enhance the quality and naturalness of the synthesized 

speech. Iterative refinement and optimization techniques, such as gradient descent and 

hyperparameter tuning, can be employed to achieve the desired results. 

 

Training AutoVocoder for Arabic speech synthesis requires careful data preparation, 

transcription, and alignment of an Arabic speech corpus. The text-to-mel-spectrogram model and 

differentiable vocoder are then trained using deep learning techniques, optimized to capture the 

linguistic and acoustic characteristics specific to Arabic. Fine-tuning and optimization further 

improve the system's performance. By following these steps, AutoVocoder can be effectively 

trained to generate high-quality and natural-sounding Arabic speech from textual input, enabling 

various applications in speech synthesis, virtual assistants, and audio production. 

Inference code: The code you provided is an implementation of speech synthesis using the 

AutoVocoder model. It begins by importing the necessary modules such as glob, os, argparse, json, 

torch, scipy.io, matplotlib. pyplot, numpy, and pickle. These modules are used for various 

functionalities like file handling, command-line argument parsing, data loading, model creation, 

spectrogram generation, visualization, and more. 

The main function of the code is inference. This function is responsible for performing the 

speech synthesis process using the AutoVocoder model. It first initializes the AutoVocoder 

generator and encoder models by loading their pre-trained state dictionaries using the 

load_checkpoint function. The generator model generates the synthesized speech, while the 

encoder model extracts the latent representations from the input speech. 

After initializing the models, the code creates the necessary output directory specified by 

the output_dir argument. It then prepares the test dataset and data loader to iterate over the test 

examples. The test dataset is created using the ComplexDataset class, which handles the loading 

and preprocessing of the test data, including computing mel-spectrograms. 

Next, the code enters a loop over each batch of the test data. For each batch, it extracts the 

input speech and corresponding ground truth mel-spectrogram. It passes the input speech through 

the encoder model to obtain the latent representation l. This latent representation is then saved as 

a NumPy array using the pickle module. 
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The code then uses the generator model to generate the synthesized speech from the latent 

representation, see appendix A. It also saves the synthesized speech as a WAV file using the 

scipy.io. wavfile.write function. 

Furthermore, the code generates visualizations of the mel-spectrogram and waveforms for 

both the ground truth and synthesized speech. It uses matplotlib. pyplot to create the spectrogram 

and waveform plots, and saves them as PNG files. 

 

The main function serves as the entry point of the code. It parses the command-line 

arguments using argparse and loads the configuration file specified by the checkpoint_file 

argument. The configuration file contains various settings and hyperparameters for the 

AutoVocoder model. The function then sets the random seed and determines the device to use 

(CPU or GPU) based on the availability of CUDA. Finally, the main function calls the inference 

function, passing the parsed arguments, which triggers the speech synthesis process using the 

AutoVocoder model. 

 In our research on AutoVocoder, we aimed to explore and enhance the capabilities of the 

model for speech synthesis by introducing the fundamental frequency (F0) parameter. The 

AutoVocoder is a state-of-the-art speech synthesis model based on an autoencoder architecture, 

which is designed to learn the underlying representations of speech and generate high-quality 

output. However, despite its impressive performance, the AutoVocoder often faces challenges in 

accurately capturing pitch variations and reproducing the natural prosody of speech. 

 To address this limitation, we conducted an in-depth investigation and extended the 

AutoVocoder by incorporating the F0 parameter during the mel-spectrogram generation process. 

The F0 parameter represents the pitch information of the speech signal, which plays a crucial role 

in conveying the melodic aspects of human speech. By integrating F0 into the AutoVocoder, our 

objective was to enhance the model's ability to capture and reproduce pitch variations, resulting in 

more natural and expressive synthesized speech. 

 To incorporate the F0 parameter, we utilized advanced signal processing techniques and 

feature extraction methods. We employed robust algorithms for F0 estimation, which accurately 

estimated the pitch contour from the input speech waveform. This estimated F0 information was 

then combined with the other acoustic features to generate mel-spectrograms, which served as 

input to the AutoVocoder model. By including F0 as an additional parameter, the AutoVocoder 
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gained the ability to explicitly model the pitch variations in the synthesized speech, allowing for 

more faithful reproduction of the original prosody. As shown in the code below, the provided code 

performs several steps to process an audio file and extract features for further analysis or synthesis. 

First, the code imports the necessary libraries: librosa for audio loading and feature extraction, and 

pyworld for F0 extraction and refinement. Additionally, numpy is imported for numerical 

operations. Next, an audio file is loaded using librosa. load(), specifying the path to the audio file. 

The resulting audio waveform y and sample rate sr are stored. 

 F0 extraction is performed using the DIO [55] function from pyworld, which estimates 

the fundamental frequency values (F0) and the corresponding time axis (time_axis). The F0 values 

are then refined using stonemask. A Mel-spectrogram is computed using 

librosa.feature.melspectrogram(), which takes the audio waveform y and parameters such as 

the hop length, FFT size, and the number of Mel bins. The resulting spectrogram is converted to 

dB scale using librosa.power_to_db(). The F0 values and the Mel-spectrogram are then 

normalized to a common range using min-max normalization, ensuring that they are scaled 

between 0 and 1. 

 To align the time frames of the F0 and Mel-spectrogram, the number of frames is 

determined as the minimum between their respective shapes. The F0 and Mel-spectrogram are 

truncated accordingly. The F0 and Mel-spectrogram features are concatenated into a single feature 

matrix using numpy.concatenate(). The F0 values are reshaped to a column vector and 

concatenated with the transposed Mel-spectrogram matrix. Finally, the concatenated features are 

saved as a .npy file using numpy.save(), with the specified output path. A success message is 

printed to indicate that the features have been saved, see appendix b. 

 Overall, this code demonstrates a pipeline for extracting and processing F0 and Mel-

spectrogram features from an audio file, preparing them for further analysis or use in speech 

synthesis tasks. 

 The integration of the F0 parameter yielded significant improvements in the overall quality 

and naturalness of the synthesized speech. The synthesized output exhibited better intonation, pitch 

contour fidelity, and overall prosodic consistency. The inclusion of F0 in the AutoVocoder also 

facilitated the generation of more expressive speech, with enhanced emphasis and emotional 

nuances. Our research contributes to the advancement of speech synthesis techniques, specifically 

within the AutoVocoder framework. By incorporating the F0 parameter, we demonstrated the 

potential for improving the synthesis performance of AutoVocoder-based systems, particularly in 
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capturing and reproducing the pitch variations essential for natural speech production. This work 

opens up new avenues for further research in speech synthesis, emphasizing the importance of 

integrating additional acoustic parameters to enhance the overall quality and expressiveness of 

synthesized speech, as shown in equation 1.  

 

    𝑦𝑎 = 𝑓 (x, 𝐹0)     (1) 

Where: 

• 𝑦𝑎 represents the output of AutoVocoder with the added F0 parameter. 

• 𝑓 (x, 𝐹0) is the function that takes the input speech signal x and the F0 parameter 𝐹0 as 

inputs and produces the synthesized speech output 𝑦𝑎. 

The equation 𝑦𝑎 = 𝑓 (x, 𝐹0) describes the relationship between the output of AutoVocoder with 

the added F0 parameter, represented by 𝑦𝑎, and the function 𝑓 that takes the input speech signal 

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑠 and the F0 parameter 𝐹0 as inputs. This equation represents the process of synthesizing 

speech using AutoVocoder, where the function 𝑓 combines the input speech signal and the F0 

parameter to generate the synthesized speech output. The function 𝑓 may involve various 

operations and computations, specific to the AutoVocoder implementation, to transform the input 

signal and incorporate the F0 information into the synthesized output. 

 

AutoVocoder demonstrates impressive performance in terms of both quality and speed. It 

achieves state-of-the-art waveform generation quality on standard TTS benchmarks, while also 

significantly reducing inference time compared to traditional vocoders. The authors attribute this 

improvement to the use of DDSP techniques, which enable parallel processing and efficient 

computation. The AutoVocoder architecture consists of an encoder and a decoder, which work 

together to convert speech signals from the time domain to the frequency domain and then 

reconstruct them to generate synthesized speech. The encoder module plays a crucial role in this 

process. 

In AutoVocoder, the encoder initially takes the input speech signal in the time domain as 

its input. It then performs a transformation known as the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) 

on the input signal. The STFT breaks down the input signal into its constituent frequency 

components by dividing it into small overlapping windows and applying the Fourier Transform to 

each window. The output of the encoder is a complex spectrum, which consists of both magnitude 
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and phase information. The magnitude component represents the amplitudes of the different 

frequency components in the signal, indicating the strength or energy at each frequency. The phase 

component encodes the temporal relationships and phase shifts between the frequency 

components. 

Additionally, the complex spectrum is further processed to derive two additional spectral 

components: the real and imaginary components. The real component captures the variation in the 

amplitude of the signal across different frequencies and time, while the imaginary component 

contributes to the same variations but in a different manner. These four spectral components, 

namely magnitude, phase, real, and imaginary, obtained from the complex spectrum, encapsulate 

essential information about the speech signal in the frequency domain. They capture the relevant 

characteristics required for synthesizing speech. 

The derived spectral components are then fed into the decoder module, which uses them to 

reconstruct the speech signal in the time domain. The decoder leverages various techniques such 

as waveform synthesis and inverse Fourier Transform to generate the synthesized speech signal 

based on the provided spectral information. By using a differentiable implementation of the STFT, 

AutoVocoder enables the conversion of speech signals from the time domain to the frequency 

domain in a differentiable manner. This allows for efficient training and optimization of the model 

during the synthesis process, resulting in high-quality synthesized speech output. 

In the proposed architecture of AutoVocoder with the addition of the F0 parameter, an 

extended feature set is utilized to enhance the quality and expressiveness of the synthesized speech. 

Along with the traditional spectral components of magnitude, phase, real, and imaginary derived 

from the complex spectrum, the F0 parameter is incorporated as an additional feature. 

The F0 parameter, also known as the fundamental frequency, represents the pitch or 

fundamental tone of the speech signal. It provides information about the periodicity and intonation 

of the voice, allowing for a more accurate representation of the prosody in synthesized speech. 

To incorporate the F0 parameter into AutoVocoder, the encoder module is modified to 

extract the F0 information from the input speech signal. This can be done using techniques such 

as pitch estimation algorithms or dedicated models for F0 prediction. The F0 values are then 

integrated into the derived spectral components obtained from the complex spectrum. 
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By including the F0 parameter, the AutoVocoder model gains the ability to capture and 

reproduce the pitch variations and intonations of the input speech. This leads to more natural and 

expressive synthesized speech output that closely resembles human speech patterns. 

 

The extended architecture of AutoVocoder with the F0 parameter opens up possibilities for 

various applications, such as generating speech with specific intonations, controlling the pitch 

contours, or even synthesizing speech with different voices by manipulating the F0 values. It 

enhances the flexibility and richness of synthesized speech, enabling more nuanced and 

contextually appropriate vocal outputs. Overall, the proposed architecture of AutoVocoder with 

the integration of the F0 parameter adds an important dimension to the speech synthesis process, 

allowing for improved expressiveness and more faithful reproduction of the original speech 

characteristics. As shown in figure 12.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                       

 

 

( a) 
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In our pursuit of enhancing the quality of mel-spectrograms for speech synthesis, we 

employed various advanced techniques and methodologies. Our objective was to improve the 

accuracy and fidelity of the mel-spectrogram representation, which serves as a crucial input to 

speech synthesis models such as AutoVocoder. 

 

Firstly, we incorporated advanced filtering techniques to reduce noise and unwanted 

artifacts present in the speech signal. By applying various types of filters, such as low-pass filters 

or Wiener filters, we effectively suppressed background noise and improved the overall clarity of 

the mel-spectrograms. This filtering process helped to enhance the intelligibility and quality of 

synthesized speech. 

  

Additionally, we employed denoising techniques to further improve the signal-to-noise 

ratio of the input speech. Denoising algorithms such as spectral subtraction or wavelet-based 

denoising were applied to mitigate the effects of environmental noise and interference. By 

( b) 

Figure  12:  (a)  Baseline  Autovocoder  Architecture    
(b) Proposed Autovocoder Architecture 
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reducing the noise content in the mel-spectrograms, we achieved cleaner and more natural-

sounding synthesized speech. 

 

Equalization techniques were also integrated into our preprocessing pipeline to address any 

spectral imbalances in the mel-spectrograms. By compensating for uneven frequency responses 

and amplitude variations, we aimed to achieve a more consistent and accurate representation of 

the speech signal across different frequency bands. This equalization process contributed to 

improved tonal balance and overall spectral quality in the synthesized speech. 

 

To further enhance the quality of mel-spectrograms, we leveraged the power of NVIDIA 

MAXINE, a cutting-edge AI platform for audio and video processing. By harnessing the 

capabilities of MAXINE, we benefited from advanced algorithms and neural network architectures 

specifically designed for speech enhancement and synthesis. The integration of MAXINE in our 

workflow enabled us to achieve superior performance in terms of noise reduction, speech 

enhancement, and overall speech quality. 

 

Furthermore, we explored the addition of the fundamental frequency (F0) parameter to the 

mel-spectrograms during the generation process. As mentioned earlier, F0 represents the pitch 

information of the speech signal. By including F0 as an additional parameter, we aimed to enhance 

the representation of pitch variations and improve the naturalness and expressiveness of the 

synthesized speech. Collectively, the incorporation of filtering, denoising, equalization, and the 

utilization of advanced technologies such as MAXINE and the F0 parameter contributed to 

significant improvements in the quality and fidelity of the mel-spectrograms used in speech 

synthesis. These preprocessing techniques played a vital role in ensuring accurate and reliable 

representations of the speech signal, leading to more natural, intelligible, and high-quality 

synthesized speech output. 

 

2.2.2 Parallel WaveGan  

Speech synthesis, the process of generating human-like speech from text, has witnessed 

significant advancements in recent years. This research paper focuses on two state-of-the-art 
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techniques: AutoVocoder and Parallel WaveGAN. This paper provides an overview of these 

methods, discussing their architecture, training procedures, and potential applications. 

Parallel WaveGAN is a state-of-the-art generative model for speech synthesis that has 

gained significant attention in the field of artificial intelligence. It utilizes a parallel waveform 

generation architecture to generate high-quality speech waveforms from mel-spectrograms, 

offering remarkable advancements in terms of speech synthesis quality and naturalness. 

AutoVocoder is a generative model that utilizes an autoregressive architecture based on 

the WaveNet framework. It operates directly on the mel-spectrograms and synthesizes speech 

waveform samples. AutoVocoder has the advantage of generating high-quality speech with fine-

grained control over the generated output. It can produce speech with accurate linguistic details, 

intonation, and prosody. However, it can be computationally intensive and may require substantial 

training data to achieve optimal results. 

On the other hand, Parallel WaveGAN is a parallelized waveform generation model that 

utilizes a non-autoregressive architecture. It generates speech waveforms in parallel, allowing for 

faster and more efficient processing compared to autoregressive models like AutoVocoder. 

Parallel WaveGAN employs a generative adversarial network (GAN) framework, which enables 

it to capture and reproduce the characteristics of the training data effectively. This approach is 

particularly well-suited for synthesizing high-quality speech with good naturalness and clarity. 

However, it may exhibit challenges in controlling the generated speech output and fine-grained 

details. 

AutoVocoder excels in generating speech with fine control and accurate linguistic features, 

while Parallel WaveGAN offers efficient parallel processing and high-quality naturalness. The 

choice between the two models depends on the specific requirements of the application and the 

desired trade-off between control and efficiency. The fundamental concept of Parallel WaveGAN 

lies in its innovative combination of two key components: the generator and the discriminator. The 

generator employs a modified version of the WaveNet architecture, which is a deep autoregressive 

model capable of capturing the dependencies in the waveform generation process. This modified 

generator utilizes a dilated convolutional neural network to generate waveforms in parallel, 

significantly reducing the computational complexity compared to the original autoregressive 

formulation [56]. 
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The discriminator plays a crucial role in the training process by providing feedback to the 

generator. It is responsible for distinguishing between real and synthesized waveforms, thereby 

guiding the generator to produce more realistic and natural-sounding speech. The discriminator is 

trained using an adversarial loss, which encourages the generator to generate waveforms that are 

indistinguishable from real speech. 

 

One of the key advantages of Parallel WaveGAN is its ability to generate high-fidelity 

speech waveforms with remarkable efficiency. By leveraging parallelization techniques, it 

achieves real-time generation speeds, enabling it to synthesize speech on-the-fly without any 

noticeable delays. This makes it suitable for various applications, including voice assistants, virtual 

agents, and interactive systems [57]. The performance of Parallel WaveGAN has been extensively 

evaluated using objective and subjective measures. Objective evaluation metrics, such as 

Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) and Mel Cepstral Distortion (MCD), have shown 

that Parallel WaveGAN achieves state-of-the-art performance in terms of speech quality and 

similarity to the target speech. [58] Subjective evaluation studies have demonstrated that listeners 

perceive synthesized speech as highly natural and indistinguishable from real speech [59]. 

 

Researchers have made significant contributions to the development and improvement of 

Parallel WaveGAN. Techniques such as multi-band conditioning, variational loss, and waveform 

clipping have been proposed to enhance its performance and address limitations. These 

advancements have further improved the quality, expressiveness, and robustness of synthesized 

speech [60]. Parallel WaveGAN is a groundbreaking model for speech synthesis, offering 

impressive results in terms of speech quality, naturalness, and efficiency. [61] Its parallelized 

waveform generation approach, combined with advanced training techniques, has revolutionized 

the field of text-to-speech synthesis. As further research and innovations continue to enhance its 

capabilities, Parallel WaveGAN holds great promise for various applications that require high-

quality and natural speech synthesis. 

 

AutoVocoder, as an autoencoder-vocoder model, consists of an encoder network that maps 

input speech into a latent space representation and a decoder network that reconstructs the 

waveform from the latent space. It leverages the power of variational inference to learn a rich and 
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structured latent space, allowing for controlled manipulation of speech attributes By manipulating 

the latent space variables, AutoVocoder enables the synthesis of speech with desired 

characteristics such as pitch, timbre, and speaking style [62]. This makes it a versatile model for 

tasks requiring expressive and customizable speech synthesis. 

 

In contrast, Parallel WaveGAN takes a different approach by utilizing generative 

adversarial networks (GANs) for waveform generation. It employs a multi-resolution spectrogram 

as an intermediate representation, allowing the model to capture both high-frequency and low-

frequency details of the speech signal [63]. Parallel WaveGAN benefits from the adversarial 

training process, where a generator network learns to synthesize waveforms that are 

indistinguishable from natural speech, while a discriminator network learns to distinguish between 

natural and synthesized waveforms. This adversarial training enhances the quality and naturalness 

of the generated waveforms [64]. 

 

One notable advantage of Parallel WaveGAN is its efficient parallel generation process, 

which significantly reduces the computational cost compared to autoregressive models. [65] It 

enables real-time or faster-than-real-time speech synthesis, making it suitable for various 

applications where low-latency and high-speed synthesis are desired, such as voice assistants and 

interactive systems. Both AutoVocoder and Parallel WaveGAN have demonstrated impressive 

results in generating high-quality and expressive speech. Their advancements contribute to the 

field of speech synthesis by offering powerful tools for researchers and practitioners to create 

natural-sounding and customizable speech synthesis systems. 
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Chapter 3 

Results 
3. Results 

 

Here we will discuss the different results that we got for each part of this experiment. It is 

divided into two parts: subjective results which are based on the preference and perceptual of the 

test participants which is the absolute category rating (ACR) 5 being excellent and 1 being bad 

[and the Objective Results are based on the actual results that were gained from the training 

process. For the experiment conditions, for the TTS with full data here we used the English speaker 

dataset the rom CMU-ARCTIC database [66], where it had 2 male and 2 female voices with 1132 

sentences per speaker. While for the TTS with limited data, we use the Arabic speaker dataset 

from the Arabic Speech Corpus database [67], where it had 1 male with 1813 sentences for each 

speaker. 

 

3.1 TTS with Full Data 

 

For the subjective results, a listening test was conducted to compare the results for the 

different vocoders of our system. To evaluate the converted speeches, our test participants had to 

listen to the original voice, WORLD vocoder voice, Continuous vocoder voice, and Ahocoder 

vocoder voice. The test participants had to rate the quality using the ACR scale. In Figure 13, we 

notice that the continuous vocoder was superior with high results close to the source, followed by 

Ahocoder than the WORLD vocoder. 
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Figure 13: Sound quality of synthesized speech 

 

For the objective results, the three types of vocoders, WORLD, Continuous, and Ahocoder 

that were implemented are shown in Figure 14. The main goal was to integrate the Ahocoder as 

well as the continuous vocoder into the Merlin toolkit-based TTS. The advantage of the continuous 

vocoder is that it does not need the voiced or unvoiced decision which reduced the alignment error 

in the WORLD vocoder. While on the other hand, the Ahocoder advantage is that it provides 

accurate and high-quality synthesis, and it is very suitable for speech manipulation and 

transformation. The performance of the continuous vocoder was superior in most cases to that of 

the WORLD vocoder and Ahocoder. It is also proven that the impact of the Ahocoder results 

system achieved slightly better scores than WORLD. 
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Figure 14: Results of three different vocoders 

 

 

3.2 TTS Synthesis with Limited Data 

 

A listening test was conducted to compare the results for the Arabic Text-to-Speech with 

Full Data and the Arabic Text-to-Speech with Limited Data. In order to evaluate the converted 

speeches, our test participants had to listen to the original voice and the Arabic TTS and rate it is 

using the ACR scale. We notice that both results are incomparable to the original sound as shown 

in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: FastSpeech2 with Arabic Language Subjective Results 

 

For the objective results, we implemented the baseline for FastSpeech2 which only 

supported the English Language. We then integrated another language, Arabic Language into the 

system. After that, we implemented it using less than half of the original dataset while maintaining 

high quality to be able to create a system where a user can train and generate speech using a 

minimal dataset which will apply to more languages. In Figure 16, it shows the spectrogram results 

for the Arabic Text-to-Speech and with full and limited data. 
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Figure 16: FastSpeech2 Objective Results with Arabic corpus: Top: Full data; Bottom: 

Limited data 

 

In Table 1, we compare the results we got post-training for FastSpeech2 with limited and 

full data in the Arabic Language. We notice that the result for the limited data is still comparable 

to the full data synthesis. 

 

Table 1: FastSpeech2 Full Data and Limited Data Training Results 

 

3.3 Neural Speech Synthesis  

In the subjective results, during our study, we encountered limitations related to 

time constraints and the synthesis of a sufficient number of samples with the inclusion of 

the F0 parameter. These limitations primarily affected the sample size and representation 

in our listening test. Due to time limitations, we were only able to synthesize and evaluate 

a limited number of samples, which may have compromised the statistical power and 

Metrics Full Data Limited Data 

Mel Loss 0.473 0.549 

Mel PostNet Loss 0.472 0.549 

Pitch Loss 0.331 0.906 

Energy Loss 0.080 0.094 
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generalizability of our findings. Additionally, the challenges in synthesizing a high number 

of samples with F0 led to constraints in sample selection and potentially overlooked 

important linguistic and acoustic variations. Despite these limitations, we made efforts to 

clearly communicate the scope and constraints of our study. Moving forward, it is 

important to address these limitations by expanding the sample size and diversifying the 

dataset to ensure more robust and comprehensive evaluations. 

In the objective evaluation of the AutoVocoder-based speech synthesis, we 

conducted a comparative analysis to assess the quality and fidelity of the synthesized 

speech. We performed a comprehensive comparison between the original wave file and the 

synthesized speech obtained from the AutoVocoder. Additionally, we examined two 

variations of the AutoVocoder synthesis: one incorporating the F0 parameter and another 

utilizing NVIDIA Maxine denoising techniques to enhance the mel-spectrogram. 

Furthermore, we compared the results obtained from the AutoVocoder with those from 

Parallel WaveGAN, a state-of-the-art vocoder, using the same wave file. 

To evaluate the quality of the synthesized speech, we analyzed various components 

of the spectrogram. Firstly, we examined the F0 contour, which represents the fundamental 

frequency variations in the speech signal. By comparing the F0 contours between the 

original and synthesized speech, we aimed to assess the accuracy of pitch reproduction in 

the synthesized output, as shown in figure 17. 

Next, we analyzed the spectrogram, which provides insights into the frequency 

content and spectral characteristics of the speech signal. By comparing the spectrograms 

of the original and synthesized speech, we could identify any discrepancies or distortions 

introduced during the synthesis process. 

Additionally, we examined the mel-spectrogram, which is derived from the 

spectrogram and represents the speech signal in the mel frequency scale. We compared the 

mel-spectrograms obtained from the AutoVocoder with F0 and Maxine denoising to those 

obtained from the original speech and Parallel WaveGAN. This comparison allowed us to 

evaluate the effectiveness of incorporating the F0 parameter and applying denoising 

techniques in improving the mel-spectrogram quality. 

By conducting these objective evaluations and analyzing the various spectrogram 

components, we aimed to gain insights into the performance and fidelity of the 
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AutoVocoder-based speech synthesis, as well as its comparison with Parallel WaveGAN. 

The results obtained from this analysis will provide valuable information for further 

refinement and enhancement of the speech synthesis system based on the AutoVocoder 

architecture. In our investigation, we compared the performance of AutoVocoder and 

Parallel WaveGAN in terms of speech quality. The results indicated that Parallel 

WaveGAN outperformed AutoVocoder, providing superior results. However, we aimed to 

enhance the speech quality in AutoVocoder-based TTS systems by implementing various 

techniques. We applied denoising methods, filtering, and equalization to improve the mel-

spectrogram quality. Additionally, we incorporated the F0 parameter during mel-

spectrogram generation to enhance the representation of fundamental frequency. 

Furthermore, we leveraged denoising capabilities offered by Maxine NVIDIA to further 

refine the synthesized speech. Employing these techniques yielded notable improvements, 

resulting in speech quality that surpassed AutoVocoder but remained incomparable to the 

performance of Parallel WaveGAN. All the synthesized speech can be accessed through 

this shared link Listenning Test.  

 

 (a)  

 

 

https://bmeedu-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/layan_sawalha_edu_bme_hu/EiZ0_H5cVrVGmUQJMXzqRZ0BPz9dW5RkJS2jGkEIICN5Aw?e=tJghK1
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Figure 17: Objective Results (a) Original Wave File (b) Autovocoder Synthesized Speech 

(c) ParallelWaveGan Synthesized Soeech (d) Autovocoder Synthesized Speech with F0 (e) 

Denoised Autovocoder Synthesized Speech with F0 

           (b)                                                                                                                        (c)                                                                

           (d)                                                                                                                        (e)                                                                
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Chapter 4 

Conclusion 
4. Conclusions 
 

4.1 Summary 
In conclusion, our research and experimentation focused on various aspects of text-to-

speech (TTS) systems with the goal of enhancing speech synthesis quality and exploring new 

approaches. We delved into the use of static parameters and the Merlin toolkit, which allowed us 

to investigate different techniques for improving the accuracy and naturalness of synthesized 

speech. 

Integrating and evaluating alternative vocoders, namely continuous and Ahocoder, 

provided insights into their effectiveness in enhancing the quality of generated speech compared 

to the traditional World vocoder. This exploration contributed to a better understanding of different 

vocoder options and their impact on the overall speech synthesis quality. 

We also delved into the feasibility of end-to-end neural network TTS, specifically 

FastSpeech2, and its integration with the Arabic language. This investigation aimed to assess the 

potential of FastSpeech2 for Arabic TTS applications and determine its performance in generating 

high-quality speech output. 

Furthermore, our work involved implementing TTS for the Arabic language using limited 

data, aiming to reduce the dataset requirements and potentially develop zero-data TTS capabilities. 

This effort addressed the challenge of data scarcity for Arabic TTS and sought to provide more 

accessible and flexible TTS solutions. 

In addition, we researched and analyzed the application of the state-of-the-art AutoVocoder 

in speech synthesis. The AutoVocoder, being the latest advancement in the field, offered promising 

opportunities for improving speech synthesis quality and naturalness. 
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To incorporate the Arabic language into the AutoVocoder, we conducted a comparative 

study with Parallel WaveGAN for speech synthesis. This comparative analysis allowed us to assess 

the strengths and weaknesses of each approach and determine their suitability for Arabic TTS 

applications. 

Our research also focused on enhancing the quality of mel-spectrograms in AutoVocoder 

-based TTS systems. By employing advanced techniques such as filtering, denoising, equalization, 

and leveraging the capabilities of Maxine NVIDIA, we aimed to achieve significant improvements 

in the accuracy and fidelity of mel-spectrograms, leading to more natural and high-quality 

synthesized speech. In conclusion, our study compared the speech quality performance of 

AutoVocoder and Parallel WaveGAN. The results clearly demonstrated that Parallel WaveGAN 

outperformed AutoVocoder, delivering superior results. However, recognizing the potential for 

improvement, we focused on enhancing the speech quality within the AutoVocoder-based TTS 

systems. To achieve this, we implemented a range of techniques, including denoising methods, 

filtering, equalization, and the incorporation of the F0 parameter during mel-spectrogram 

generation. Additionally, we capitalized on the denoising capabilities provided by Maxine 

NVIDIA to further refine the synthesized speech. These efforts led to notable improvements, 

surpassing the performance of AutoVocoder alone. However, it is important to acknowledge that 

the achieved results still fell short when compared to the exceptional performance of Parallel 

WaveGAN. These findings highlight the need for ongoing research and development to bridge the 

gap and unlock the full potential of AutoVocoder-based TTS systems in delivering high-quality 

synthesized speech. 

4.2 Future Directions 
In the future, we plan to further expand our research by implementing the AutoVocoder in 

FastSpeech2 instead of HiFi-GAN. This integration would allow us to explore the potential 

benefits of combining these two advanced models and creating a more robust and efficient TTS 

system. Additionally, we will continue refining our techniques and methodologies to further 

enhance speech quality and explore new avenues for improving Arabic TTS systems. we also plan 

to explore the development of expressive TTS using the AutoVocoder. Expressive TTS aims to 

enhance synthesized speech by incorporating emotional and stylistic variations to convey different 

expressions and nuances. By integrating expressive capabilities into the AutoVocoder -based TTS 

system, we seek to enable the generation of speech with varying tones, emotions, and styles, 
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allowing for more engaging and dynamic synthesized speech output. This research direction holds 

great potential for applications such as voice assistants, virtual agents, and entertainment 

platforms, where the ability to produce expressive and natural-sounding speech is of paramount 

importance. By undertaking this future work, we aim to advance the field of TTS and contribute 

to the development of more versatile and expressive speech synthesis systems. 

By addressing these research objectives and exploring various techniques and models, our 

work contributes to the advancement of TTS technology and provides valuable insights for the 

development of high-quality and natural-sounding synthesized speech systems. 
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Appendix  
A. AutoVocoder Inference Code 

from __future__ import absolute_import, division, print_function, 

unicode_literals 

import glob 

import os 

import argparse 

import json 

import torch 

from scipy.io.wavfile import write 

from env import AttrDict 

from complexdataset import ComplexDataset, mel_spectrogram, MAX_WAV_VALUE, 

load_wav 

from torch.utils.data import DataLoader 

from models import Encoder, Generator 

from stft import TorchSTFT 

 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import numpy as np 

import pickle 

 

from utils import plot_spectrogram, scan_checkpoint, load_checkpoint 

 

h = None 

device = None 

 

def get_mel(x): 

return mel_spectrogram(x, h.n_fft, h.num_mels, h.sampling_rate, h.hop_size, 

h.win_size, h.fmin, h.fmax) 

 

 

def inference(a): 

generator = Generator(h).to(device) 

state_dict_g = 

load_checkpoint('/home/layan/AutoVocoder/AutoVocoder/checkpoint_file/g_003000

00', device) 

generator.load_state_dict(state_dict_g['generator']) 

encoder = Encoder(h).to(device) 

state_dict_e = 

load_checkpoint('/home/layan/AutoVocoder/AutoVocoder/checkpoint_file/e_003000

00', device) 
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encoder.load_state_dict(state_dict_e['encoder']) 

os.makedirs(a.output_dir, exist_ok=True) 

 

generator.eval() 

test_filelist = [] 

for file in os.listdir(a.input_wavs_dir): 

f = os.path.join(a.input_wavs_dir, file) 

if '.wav' in f: 

test_filelist += [f] 

testset = ComplexDataset(test_filelist, h.segment_size, h.n_fft, h.num_mels, 

h.hop_size, h.win_size, h.sampling_rate, h.fmin, h.fmax, False, False, 

n_cache_reuse=0, 

fmax_loss=h.fmax_for_loss, device=device, fine_tuning=False, 

data_path='cp_AutoVocoder_CsTG_test') 

test_loader = DataLoader(testset, num_workers=1, shuffle=False, 

sampler=None, 

batch_size=1, 

pin_memory=True, 

drop_last=True) 

with torch.no_grad(): 

for j, batch in enumerate(test_loader): 

x, y, filename, y_mel = batch 

print(filename) 

print('x', x.shape) 

l = encoder(x.to(device)) 

print('l', l.shape) 

ae_spec = l.cpu().numpy().squeeze() 

with open(filename[0][:-4] + '.npy', 'wb') as handle: 

pickle.dump(ae_spec, handle) 

print(filename[0] + '.ae_spec saved') 

# synthesis / generate audio file 

y_g_hat = generator(l) 

print('y_g_hat', y_g_hat.shape) 

y_mel = torch.autograd.Variable(y_mel.to(device, non_blocking=True)) 

print('y_mel', y_mel.shape) 

plt.subplot(211) 

y_mel_fig = y_mel.cpu().squeeze() 

plt.imshow(np.flipud(y_mel_fig), aspect='auto', cmap='gray') 

plt.subplot(212) 

l_fig = l.cpu().squeeze() 

plt.imshow(np.rot90(l_fig), aspect='auto', cmap='gray') 

plt.savefig(filename[0][:-4] + '_AV_spec_fon17.png') 

plt.close() 

plt.subplot(211) 

y_fig = y.cpu().squeeze() 
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plt.plot(y_fig) 

plt.subplot(212) 

y_g_hat_fig = y_g_hat.cpu().numpy().squeeze() 

plt.plot(y_g_hat_fig) 

plt.savefig(filename[0][:-4] + '_AV_wav_fon17.png') 

plt.close() 

output_file = filename[0][:-4] + 'synth_fon17.wav' 

write(output_file, h.sampling_rate, y_g_hat_fig) 

print(output_file, 'saved') 

def main(): 

print('Initializing Inference Process..') 

 

parser = argparse.ArgumentParser() 

parser.add_argument('--input_wavs_dir', default='cp_AutoVocoder_CsTG_test') 

parser.add_argument('--output_dir', default='generated_files') 

parser.add_argument('--checkpoint_file', required=True) 

a = parser.parse_args() 

 

config_file = os.path.join(os.path.split(a.checkpoint_file)[0], 

'config.json') 

print(config_file) 

with open(config_file) as f: 

data = f.read() 

print('82') 

global h 

json_config = json.loads(data) 

h = AttrDict(json_config) 

print(h) 

print('86') 

torch.manual_seed(h.seed) 

global device 

print('89') 

if torch.cuda.is_available(): 

torch.cuda.manual_seed(h.seed) 

device = torch.device('cuda') 

else: 

device = torch.device('cpu') 

 

inference(a) 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

main() 
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B. Proposed AutoVocoder with F0 Estimation 

 

import librosa 

import pyworld as pw 

import numpy as np 

 

# Load audio file 

audio_path = "/home/layan/AutoVocoder/AutoVocoder/wav/F0/0889.wav" 

y, sr = librosa.load(audio_path) 

 

# Extract F0 using WORLD 

F0, time_axis = pw.dio(audio, sr)  # F0 extraction 

F0 = pw.stonemask(audio, F0, time_axis, sr)  # Refinement 

 

# Compute Mel-spectrogram 

hop_length = 512 

n_fft = 2048 

n_mels = 128 

mel_spectrogram = librosa.feature.melspectrogram(y, sr=sr, hop_length=hop_length, 

n_fft=n_fft, n_mels=n_mels) 

mel_spectrogram = librosa.power_to_db(mel_spectrogram, ref=np.max) 

 

# Normalize F0 and Mel-spectrogram 

F0_normalized = (F0 - np.min(F0)) / (np.max(F0) - np.min(F0)) 

mel_normalized = (mel_spectrogram - np.min(mel_spectrogram)) / 

(np.max(mel_spectrogram) - np.min(mel_spectrogram)) 

 

# Align time frames 

n_frames = min(F0_normalized.shape[0], mel_normalized.shape[1]) 

F0_aligned = F0_normalized[:n_frames] 

mel_aligned = mel_normalized[:, :n_frames] 

 

# Concatenate F0 and Mel-spectrogram 

concatenated_features = np.concatenate((F0_aligned.reshape(-1, 1), 

mel_aligned.T), axis=1) 

 

# Save concatenated features as a .npy file 

output_path = '/home/layan/AutoVocoder/AutoVocoder/wav/F0/output.npy' 

np.save(output_path, concatenated_features) 

print("Concatenated features saved successfully as .npy file!") 
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